Cloud
Strategy

with
Microsoft Azure

Grow your business and improve
customer retention with digital
technologies.
Have the tools and resources you need to
develop and execute a cloud strategy that
focuses on rapid migration to drive positive
business outcomes? We do.
System Soft Technologies can help you leverage
full potential of Microsoft Azure to give your
business competitive advantage with:




Greater Flexibility and Increased Agility




Higher Efficiency and Lower Costs




On-premise, in the cloud or somewhere in between, Azure meets you where you are.
Build for today with fast adaptability to meet tomorrow’s demands.

Faster and accessible virtually anywhere, businesses will reap efficiency benefits while
saving money by paying only for what they consume.

Increased Security and Better Performance
Azure’s multi-layered, built-in security controls and unique threat intelligence bring peace of mind, along
with top performance from the industry’s broadest portfolio of compute offerings.

Rearchitecture or Mitigation
Our model focuses on three complimentary approaches to get organizations to the cloud:










Rehost

Refactor

Rearchitect

Based on time sensitivity, many of
our clients choose to prioritize the
speed of migration. This service
offering expedites the transition
of hardware, data, and software to
Azure without re-architecting.

This approach leads to faster
and shorter updates, by
minimally altering applications
to take advantage of the
cloud. This service offering focuses
on greater cloud efficiency by
leveraging containers and PaaS.

There are many advantages for
clients that leverage the modern
technology options available within
Azure. However, for many the
ability to optimize Azure requires
a full or partial re-architecture.
Our service offering focuses on
a tangible plan and future state
design to take advantage of all
the benefits that Microsoft’s cloud
platform provides.

Cloud Success
Wherever you are on your
cloud migration journey,
SSTech is here to help.
Contact us today to learn
more about our digital
assessment, and how it
can advance your cloud
strategy to quickly realize
the full benefit of your
cloud investment.
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